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Looking for your next unputdownable mystery?your next unputdownable mystery? Discover Detective Tyrone Swift. He takes the cases that the police

have given up on.

An old house by a lake. A suspicious drowning. A suspect that the police let go.An old house by a lake. A suspicious drowning. A suspect that the police let go.

WHAT REALLY HAPPENED AT LOW LAKE?WHAT REALLY HAPPENED AT LOW LAKE?

Detective Tyrone SwiftDetective Tyrone Swift is hired to investigate the death of Kim Woodville. Two years ago, the young woman

drowned in the lake by her family house. But there was bruising on her arms, and the prime suspect was let go

because of police errors.

But the beautiful historic house by the lake doesn’t give up its secrets easily.But the beautiful historic house by the lake doesn’t give up its secrets easily.

It turns out that there are many people who might have wanted Kim dead.

And then another body turns up close to homeAnd then another body turns up close to home and Swift realises his own life may be in danger.

Can Swift get to the bottom of this tangled web of dark family secrets?Can Swift get to the bottom of this tangled web of dark family secrets?

LOW LAKE is a beautifully written mystery that will have you gripped from start to pulsating finish.gripped from start to pulsating finish.
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Perfect for fans of Robert Galbraith, P.D. James, or Ruth Rendell.

What readers are saying about LOW LAKEWhat readers are saying about LOW LAKE

“A gripping book with plenty of twists and turnsplenty of twists and turns with a surprising ending.” Barbara

“An entertaining and well plotted novel full of suspensefull of suspense and tension.” Paromjit Hayers

“I was blown away by the ending,blown away by the ending, really didn't see it coming, very thrilling.” Hannelore Cheney 

THE DETECTIVETHE DETECTIVE

Tyrone Swift is an ex-police detective who now works privately. He’s survived a stabbing and his fiancée running off

with another man. Swift's personal life is complicated, to say the least.

THE AUTHORTHE AUTHOR

Gretta is a critically acclaimed author of best-selling fiction.

'Mulrooney has a real gift for dialogue, the words and phrases ring true and make her characters wonderfully real . . .

A tenderly funny and genuinely moving piece. I loved it.’ Fiona Morrow, Time Out (about ARABY)

‘A beautifully observed study of reconciliation, Araby makes astute points about conflict and shifting values

between generations.’ James Eve, The Times

THE TYRONE SWIFT DETECTIVE SERIESTHE TYRONE SWIFT DETECTIVE SERIES

BOOK 1: THE LADY VANISHED

BOOK 2: BLOOD SECRETS

BOOK 3: TWO LOVERS, SIX DEATHS

BOOK 4: WATCHING YOU

BOOK 5: LOW LAKE
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